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DELIVERED THROUGH AMAZON LOGO GUIDELINES

Usage

Clear Space

Incorrect Uses
To maintain brand integrity, do not alter the logo artwork 
proportion or color. Below are examples of incorrect uses.

Contrast
Make sure there is enough contrast to visually separate the logo from the background. 
Choose the option with the highest contrast. 

Do not recreate the artwork Do not outline the logo

Do not place the logo over a 
photo background that does not 
provide enough contrast

Do not place the logo over a 
photo background that is too busy

Do not distort or rotate the logo

Do not remove elements from the 
logo

Do not alter the logo colors Do not add elements to the logo 
or let others do so

One color on white/light
The preferred default logo should be 
used for white or light backgrounds.

One color on dark/black
The preferred default logo should be 
used for black or dark backgrounds.

Marketers can use the “delivered through” brand mark when promoting rewards 
that are fulfilled through Amazon Moments. Do not add legacy elements like .com, 
TM marks, or other URL extensions to the logo. Use clear messaging to distinguish 
marketplace, sub-brand, or other affiliations, if needed, and without augmenting 
the Amazon logo or Smile.

Clear space around the logo is incredibly important. In fact, one 
can never have enough clear space. Pictured here is the minimum 
measure of clear space that is required. It is meant to give 
guidance in the smallest and tightest areas. The clear  space scales 
in proportion to the size of the mark, so when the logo gets bigger, 
the clear space should too.
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The horizontal logo must be no smaller than 1.4
inches wide for print, 200 pixels on 1x resolution
screen or 400 pixels on a 2x resolution screen.  

Size
The stacked logo must be no smaller than 0.75 
inches wide for print,125 pixels for 1x resolution 
screens or 250 pixels for 2x resolution screens.

If an application requires usage below 
approved minimum sizes listed above, the text 
“delivered through Amazon” may simply be 
typeset.
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